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Barack Obama Senior, who is identified as President Obama’s father in the President’s memoir “Dreams from 
My Father” and on the “long form” Hawaii Certificate of Live Birth posted to the official White House website, was 
a citizen of the British Colony of Kenya.

 

Because Hawaii officials have never made President Obama’s original birth records in Honolulu available to the 
public, the media, or any election officials, questions remain over what is in the records. 

 

A new documentary film “Dreams from My Real Father” directed by Joel Gilbert, argues that President Obama’s 
father is Frank Marshall Davis, a political activist in Honolulu identified by informants in FBI memos as being a 
member of the Communist Party USA.  Gilbert, a Los Angeles filmmaker who according to his website graduated 
from the London School of Economics and holds a MBA from George Washington University, highlights physical 
and speech trait similarities between President Obama and Davis, and presents a cache of racy photographs he 
argues are of Barack Obama’s mother, Stanley Ann Dunham, purportedly taken by Davis.  Gilbert claims  that 
window measurements recently taken at Davis’s former house in Honolulu confirm the location.

 

As first reported in Communities @WashingtonTimes.com, officials with the Hawaii Department of Health 
refused to confirm to Arizona Secretary of State Ken Bennett that the Certificate of Live Birth posted to the White 
House website is a “true and accurate representation of the original record in your (Hawaii’s) files”, instead 
stating that “information matches”.   Secretary Bennett nonetheless accepted the “Verification of Birth” letter 
provided to him by Hawaii officials.  The Verification of Birth sent to Arizona omitted Barack Obama’s date of 
birth. 

 

The Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office (Ariz.) Cold Case Posse announced at a March 1, 2012 press conference 
hat there is probable cause the Certificate of Live Birth posted on the White House web site is a forgery.

 


